Creating a single source of truth
Since 2007, Masabi has delivered groundbreaking public transport ticketing
solutions in countries around the globe, including the first mobile ticketing
applications for transport authorities in the UK, US and Australia. Masabi
recently integrated ticketing for public transport into the Uber application
for passengers in Denver, and has done the same for leading journey planning
apps in the US and Japan. Masabi is bringing fare-payments-as-a-service to
public transport agencies everywhere.

The challenge: scaling contracts without scaling legal
Before Juro, contracts at Masabi were managed in Google docs, but the legal
team had no centralized source of truth. Moving between different platforms
- from email to Google docs, Word to Excel - had a negative impact on the
overall end-to-end process, according to Igor Poroger, who joined Masabi as
Group General Counsel in October 2018.

“For efficient legal
operations it’s
really important
to establish a single
source of truth:
I’m very happy with
the solution and
with the support
we’ve received”
Igor Poroger,
General Counsel, Masabi

“Upon joining Masabi, I assessed the technology and processes in place and
started looking at solutions that would help future-proof the legal function,
to continue supporting the business as it scaled,” says Igor.
“After the contract is negotiated, the contract owner will seek to get approval
or sign-off from an executive. Lack of transparency is always a problem with
contracts, and that’s what we’ve been looking to solve too.” Introducing a
transparent and efficient contract workflow was key for the legal team to provide
critical support to a business development team across three continents.

The requirements: what did Masabi need?
Masabi needed a platform that would become the central hub and single
source of truth for contracts - saving time on legal processes, but also offering
full transparency into legal documentation for the relevant stakeholders.
This was especially crucial given Masabi’s investment environment, where
due diligence could be on the horizon in the future: “we recently completed
a series C investment round; this kind of environment means that there is
a good chance that due diligence projects are around the corner, so I need
to be sure that our system of record is there.”

From 4 systems
for contracts to
1 source of truth

The solution: a system of record for contracts
Masabi decided to implement Juro in July 2019, in order to create a system of
record for contracts and offer a self-serve approach for templates and document
maintenance. After a speedy implementation, Masabi quickly began to see value:
RAPID TIME-TO-VALUE: The new process simplified collaboration across different
teams. “I saw a real difference in transparency with the first contract my CFO
signed off under that process. I assessed the risk, was happy, and could get the
CFO in on the process early. Right away I saw that value - we’re definitely seeing
the benefit and positive responses from the team when they encounter Juro.”

“Having visibility
for all our contracts,
not having to chase
across systems,
is key”

EMPOWERED PROCESS: “Juro enables me to ensure that documents have gone
through legal review, at which point I assign a nominated exec to review and
sign off on the contract.” This flexibility allows Igor’s colleagues to self-serve,
while he retains full transparency and oversight of the contract signing process.
ONE SOURCE OF TRUTH: Having a centralized platform made the process
standardized, easy to maintain, and allowed the company to remain due
diligence-ready at all times. “Having visibility for all our contracts, not having to
chase across systems, is key. For efficient legal operations it’s really important
to establish a single source of truth. Overall I’m very happy with the solution
and with the support we’ve received so far.”

The results: “now our source of truth is Juro”
Finding a centralized platform that offered transparency and ease of document
management was vital for Masabi’s legal team. General Counsel Igor wanted
to create a process that was simple to implement, maintain and control. Now,
Masabi can manage contracts on Juro’s platform, mitigate potential risk and
maintain transparency for critical legal documentation.
“That’s how I see ROI, as well as enabling me to sustain the current size and
operate as a legal team of one, even though the business is growing so much.
Now our source of truth is Juro.”

Juro for legal: enable the business
“Ease of use is unparalleled
- it’s streamlined, efficient
and up to 5x faster”
David Köröndi
Legal team, Eton Shirts

Enable the business

Become data-driven

Reduce your risk

Deliver more value to
your internal client with
a legal front door.

Make smarter decisions
with analytics on
your workflows
and contracts.

Keep track of key contract
deadlines and never
miss a renewal again.

About Juro
Juro is the contract collaboration platform that enables businesses to agree and manage
contracts all in one unified workspace. Juro is backed by Union Square Ventures, Point Nine
Capital, Seedcamp and the founders of TransferWise, Gumtree and Indeed. Juro’s customer
base includes Deliveroo, Skyscanner and Reach plc.
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